Abstract. In this paper, a polarization and angular insen-
Introduction
With the development of EM war and radar detection system, more and more attention is paid to the stealth capability of equipment. Microwave absorber is a kind of artificial composite material. Owing to its reflection suppression, it has been applied in EM stealth applications. In 2008, Landy first proposed perfect absorbing material (PMA) [1] . Compared to the traditional radar absorbing materials, PMA has such advantages as thinner thickness, lighter weight, and perfect absorbing performance and so on. In recent years, PMA has attracted much attention and develop rapidly. Many unique characteristics of PMA were achieved, such as polarization insensitive absorbing [2] , [3] , multiple band absorbing [4] [5] [6] , wide incident angle absorbing [7] , [8] , tunable absorbing [9] [10] [11] , miniature absorbing [12] . However, the narrow bandwidth restricts wide engineering application of PMA. Therefore, wideband microwave absorber (WBMA) becomes an advanced research hotspot. Meanwhile, many different WBMAs are designed and fabricated. In [13] , a novel triple-layer microwave absorber which combines nested circle rings with stacking metal-dielectric layers is designed. The simulation results exhibit perfect absorption which is beyond 90% from 1.666 THz to 2.562 THz with an absolute bandwidth of 0.896 THz. In [14] , the structure of the designed WBMA consists of two magnetic sheets layers. And the bandwidth of absorptivity below -10 dB is in the range of 4.0 GHz to 18.0 GHz. In [15] , a WBMA composed of three layers of square resistive metasurfaces with different dimensions is designed, and experimentally demonstrated to achieve ultra-wideband absorption. The operating bandwidth with absorption over 90% is from 7.0 GHz to 37.4 GHz; the relative absorption bandwidth is about 137%. In [16] , lowprofile and broadband absorbers based on capacitive surfaces are proposed. The capacitive surfaces are achieved by the combination of two ring resonators. The WBMA can realize wideband absorption with a relative bandwidth about 117.4%, while the thickness of the WBMA is only about 0.076λ L at the lowest operating frequency.
There are four important parts in the process of designing an absorber, including the absorption bandwidth, absorptivity over the operating band, thickness, and size of the structure. Thus, it is necessary to design a miniaturized absorber with wide operation band and high absorptivity efficiency. In this paper, we report on the design, fabrication, measurement, and analysis of an ultra-wideband absorber based on loading lumped resistances in terms of miniaturization and the absorption bandwidth. The metallic bow-tie structure increases the equivalent capacitance and the equivalent inductance, making the absorber resonant at a lower frequency. The presence of substrate and air layer contributes a lot to the broadband absorption in relative low frequency band. Lumped resistances are introduced to adjust impedance matching, and then to further broaden the absorption bandwidth.
Design and Simulation Analysis of WBMA

Structures of the WBMA Unit Cell
The unit of WBMA is shown in Fig. 1 . The periodicity of unit p is 12 mm with an electrical dimension of 0.092λ L with respect to the lowest frequency in operation. The total thickness is 10.5 mm, and it is only about 0.080λ L . The structure is made up of four layers. The top is metallic bow-tie structure with lumped resistances. The second one is 0.5 mm-thick dielectric substrate with a relative dielectric constant of 4.4 and the loss tangent of 0.02, respectively. The thickness of the air layer between substrate and the ground metallic layer is 10 mm. The two-dimensional structure of the WBMA is presented in Fig. 1(b) . To obtain wider band absorption and higher absorptivity, all the parameters of the unit cell are optimized using a High Frequency Structure Simulator (Ansoft HFSS.14.0). Table 1 presents the optimized values of all the parameters. Because of axial symmetry of the structure, the absorption performance is insensitive to the polarization direction of incident waves.
Equivalent Circuit Model and Impedance
Analysis of the WBMA When EM wave is incident on the surface of WBMA, the absorptivity of WBMA can be described by A(w) = 1 -R(w) -T(w) , R(w) = S 11 (w) 2 and T(w) = S 21 (w) 2 are the reflection coefficient and transmission coefficient, respectively. Because the WBMA is backed with a metallic plane, the transmission coefficient is zero and the absorptivity can be determined as A(w) = 1 -S 11 (w) 2 . Figure 2 shows the simulated absorptivity spectra of the unit cell without and with lumped resistances for a normal incident wave. The absorptivity is about zero without loading resistances. However, the absorptivity characteristics are improved significantly after loading resistances. Simulated results show that the absorber exhibits absorptivity above 90% from 2.3 GHz to 9.6 GHz with a relative absorption bandwidth of about 123%. Thus, it attains a wideband impedance match. In order to explain the mechanism of wideband absorption, equivalent circuit model and impedance matching is analyzed. As Figure 3 presents, the proposed WBMA can be equivalent to a simplified circuit model using the transmission-line equivalent circuit theory. The slot between the metallic bow-tie structures is equivalent to capacitance C 1 . The lumped resistance is described by resistance R 1 . The metallic bow-tie structure and square patch can be depicted by inductance L 1 . The loss of dielectric is equivalent to R d . And the backed metal ground equals to inductance L.
Firstly, the equivalent impedance of WBMA can be defined as follows:
The relationship between the reflection coefficient and equivalent impedance can be described by:
From the view of equivalent circuit model, the effective input admittance of the equivalent circuit is expressed by:
As we know, the impedance is inversely proportional to the admittance. Thus, the reflection coefficient can be described with equivalent admittance by:
The relative equivalent impedance is represented as:
Thus, the reflection coefficient is simplified as:
The value of R L is zero before loading lumped resistance. Figure 4 (a) presents the relative equivalent impedance, and two inserted small pictures illustrate the enlarged details. The real part is always near zero. On the contrary, the imaginary part always deviates away from zero. It is obviously seen that there is a steep change at 4.8 GHz. In order to explain this phenomenon, the absorptivity is presented in Fig. 4(b) . Though the absorptivity is low, a peak value at 5.2 GHz exists owing to weak electromagnetic resonance of the metallic patches. According to (5) , (6) and Fig. 4 , we can get a conclusion that relative equivalent impedance of the unit without lumped resistance doesn't match the free-space impedance. It means that it is difficult to realize wideband absorption. After loading lumped resistance, the equivalent admittance has been changed, which causes matching to freespace Y 0 . Then, the reflection coefficient is changed correspondingly based on (4). When the equivalent impedance of an absorber matches that of free-space, the reflection coefficient will approach zero, resulting in perfect absorption of the incident wave with no reflection. According to (6) , if the reflection coefficient is about zero, the real part of the relative equivalent impedance must be close to unity, and the imaginary part should be around zero. As depicted in Fig. 5 , the equivalent impedance of the WBMA approaches the wave impedance of free space in the frequency range from 2.3 GHz to 9.6 GHz. It indicates that the wideband resonance is achieved owing to the introduction of lumped resistance.
The value of resistance is a key factor for impedance matching. Therefore, it is necessary to discuss the effect of it. Figure 6 shows the absorptivity with different resistance values. When resistance value is 50 , the absorptivity of WBMA from 3.2 GHz to 8 GHz reveals deterioration. And for 120 , good absorptivity is realized built on the sacrifice of absorption bandwidth. Therefore, 75  is chosen as the resistance value for overall consideration. Figure 7 presents the equivalent circuit diagram of two adjacent units in the direction of y-axis intuitively. The metallic bow-tie structure and square patch are equivalent to L 10 and L 11 , respectively. L 1 used to simplify in Fig. 3 is equal to L 10 plus L 11 . And the value of R 1 is twice that of R L . Thus, the upper surface is equivalent to a RLC series circuit. The capacitance value is defined as presented in (7). k and  are constant. The distance d between the plates and the capacitor plate area S are crucial to the value. The capacitance value is inversely proportional to the distance d. In contrast, it is proportional to the area S.
In this paper, the distance d between adjacent metallic bow-tie structures is very small. And the length of the edge is increased by using the butterfly gradient structure, which leads to an increase in the equivalent area S. Consequently, the equivalent capacitance C 1 is increased greatly. Furthermore, the vector diagram of surface current distribution at 6 GHz is depicted in Fig. 8 . Since the metallic bow-tie structure extends the path length of current along the edge of patch, the equivalent inductance L 10 is increased effectively. Therefore, the design of metallic bow-tie structure increases the equivalent capacitance and the equivalent inductance, making the absorber resonant at a lower frequency based on the approximate equation
Hence, it reduces the overall size.
Surface E-field Distributions and Surface Current Distributions
To further illustrate the effect of WBMA, the surface E-field distributions and surface current distributions are analyzed. The surface E-field distributions of the unit with and without resistances are depicted in Fig. 9 . After loading resistances, the induced surface E-field is restrained at the edge of metallic bow-tie structure. Simultaneously, it is easily found that the surface E-field close to the edge of cell structure is also very strong in Fig. 10 . It indicates this structure increases the equivalent capacitance and equivalent inductance so that it is beneficial for miniaturization. Figure 11 shows the surface current distribution for double mode of the cell structure. When EM waves enter into the structure, the induced surface current always increases greatly in the lumped resistances which are between the square metal and bow-tie metal patch. When induced current flowing the resistors, EM energy is lost in the form of thermal energy. Owing to the axial symmetry, it owns good absorption performance for arbitrary modes. 
Analysis of Different Parameters
In order to obtain wideband impedance matching and structure miniaturization, the effect of air layer height and metal patterns length are analyzed. As shown in Fig. 12(a) , different values of air layer height are investigated. As the height h1 increases, the operation band shifts toward lower frequency and the absorptivity at the lowest frequency becomes better. However, the absorption performances at the highest frequency worsen with h1 increases. When a increases, the absorption performance at the highest frequency remains nearly unchanged, while that at the lowest frequency shifts toward lower frequency with a slight decrease in absorptivity. Thus, considering the absorptivity band and miniaturization, the optimal parameters are h1 = 10 mm and a = 11.76 mm. Figure 13 represents the absorptivity performance at normal and oblique incidence for TE and TM polarized waves. The absorptivity of TM polarization is better than that of TE polarization at oblique incidence. In order to illustrate the reason of this phenomenon, Figure 14 gives out the schematic diagram of electromagnetic wave at oblique incidence. The magnetic field is always parallel to the surface of WBMA under TE polarized wave. And the electric field is at an angle of  from the normal direction of the surface. On the contrary, the electric field is always parallel to the surface of WBMA under TM polarized wave. Thus, it leads to different absorbance at oblique incidence under different polarized waves. Since both the magnetic field and electric field are parallel to the surface at normal incidence, the absorptivity of the WBMA under TE polarized wave is the same as the one under TM polarized wave. Even so, the WBMA also remains high absorptive at oblique incidence for both polarized waves.
Lastly, the properties and comparisons between different WBMA structures are presented, as shown in Tab. 2. There is no doubt that the proposed WBMA has an advantage of miniaturization. Compared with other absorbers, its absorbing bandwidth also performs well. Figure 15 shows an 18  18 array of the WBMA that we fabricated and tested to verify the absorptivity properties of the simulated results. Measured results of reflection coefficient are obtained by Agilent 5230C network analyzer in an anechoic chamber, as shown in Fig. 16 . Figure 17 depicts the measured absorptivity performance at normal and oblique incidence for TE and TM polarized waves. We can conclude that the measured relative absorptivity bandwidth (greater than 90%) is about 124% (2.2 GHz-9.4 GHz) under normal incidence. And the measured results are almost in reasonable agreement with the simulations. In addition, because of the fabrication errors and the experimental environment, there exists an error between simulated and experimental results. In conclusion, the absorptivity of the prospered WBMA is verified by fabrication and measurement.
Experiment Results
Conclusion
In this paper, a polarization and angular insensitive microwave absorber with miniaturized structure is designed, fabricated and measured. By analyzing impedance matching, surface E-field distributions and surface current distributions, the wideband operational mechanism is explained reasonably. The design of metallic bow-tie structure increases the equivalent capacitance and equivalent inductance, which helps realize miniaturization. The periodicity of unit is about 0.092λ L at the operating lowest frequency, while the total thickness is only 0.080λ L . Simulated and experimental results show that the bandwidth of absorptivity more than 90% is from 2.3 GHz to 9.6 GHz with a relative absorption bandwidth of about 123%.
